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Dota underlords guide

Popular steam guides Written guides, references and walks Gold Interest in Dota Underlords is a mechanic that allows you to earn more gold with gold. Understanding how exactly it works is essential to winning more games. This article will explain in detail how the Gold Interest mechanic works in the game. Then we will teach you some tips and tricks on how to use this
knowledge to your advantage. Continue reading How Gold Interest Works and Dota Underlords (Tips &amp; Tricks) →V Doti Underlords, there are some items and effects alliances that give bonus Pure Harm. Here's a quick guide to explain what pure damage is and how it works. Continue reading How Clean Damage Works in Dota Underlords →V Dota Underlords, there are
some elements, abilities and Alliance effects that can silence units. This quick guide will tell you what the silence effect is in Underlords and how it works. Continue reading What Does Silence and Dota Underlords? → Underlords Guide General Guides Leave a comment July 16, 2019 How much damage does chainrings +10 armor reduce? And how much bonus damage do you
get from Blight Stone's -3 Armor? This quick guide will explain in detail how Armor works in Underlords.Spoiler Alert – lots of math and economics in this article for all of you nerds! Continue reading Here's How Armor Works in Dota Underlords → Underlords Guide General Guides 3 Comments July 15, 2019July 16, 2019 Do Global items stack in Dota Underlords? How do we
know which objects are loaded but which are not? If they offer you an item you own for the second time, do you take it or will it be waste? This guide will tell you everything you need to know about the elements of stack effects in The Subjects! Continue reading Do Global Items Stack? Here's what you need to know. → Guide General Guides 1 CommentAry July 14, 2019July 16,
2019 Great News Lords of White Spire! Dota Underlords Proto Pass is now live – free! This guide will teach you everything you need to know about Proto Pass (Beta), Underlords is a very own battle transition. What is Proto Pass and how do I get it? What prizes can we get and how do we straighten them up and unlock them? Learn more about answers! Continue reading
Underlords Proto Pass: How to Level Up &amp; Unlock Rewards, New Board → Underlords Guide General Guides 1 Comment July 13, 2019July 13, 2019 The key strategy to win more games in Underlords is to have strong Synergy and Alliance combinations. While the individual effects of the alliance are inherently excellent, some alliances only have better synergies and
combinations when combined with certain builds and units. Here are our Top 5 best materials and strategies in Dota Underlords for current meta (July 2019). Use these group compositions in the following games and see your winning rates and rankings go up. Continue reading Top 5 Best Builds and Dota Underlords (July 2019 → Underlords Guide Strategy 1 Comment July 12,
2019July 13, 2019 This guide will teach you three basic formations that you can use to position your units, as well as tips on when to use or avoid them. Positioning in Dota Underlords is an essential skill every player needs to master. If you already know the basics of positioning your units and are looking for general design strategies, this guide is for you! Continue reading Top 3
Basic Unit Formations for Dota Underlords → Underlords Guide General Guides Leave a comment July 9, 2019July 11, 2019 And Underlords, it is important to understand the mechanics of the shared unit pool and how it works. Although much of RNG is included in the game, knowing this information can help you make better decisions when buying and upgrading heroes or
shaping your composition. This guide will teach you how to operate a single pool, how many pieces are available (pool size units) and options for drawing specific pieces of hero (quota units). Continue reading Guide to the shared pool: How many units in the pool, hero roll options → Undersops guides General Guides Leave a comment June 27, 2019July 16, 2019 Does the
Global Items Fund? Do the units are common to all the players in the game? Can I lose my rank? We answer these questions and more in this ultimate Dota Underlords FAQ page! Continue reading the 35+ FAQs for Dota Underlords → Underlords Guide General Guides Leave a comment June 27, 2019July 14, 2019 You are buying heroes from the store for a certain amount
(stronger and rarer heroes cost more gold). To build a great army, you need good gold management. This means that to place high or win the game, you need a good sense of macro strategy in Underlords, not just hero combinations. You can use your gold for three things: To buy heroes that cost from 1 to 5 gold, depending on therarity of the hero. For re-rolling the trade (refresh
the heroes inside immediately), which costs 2 gold. This helps you find the exact heroes you need for your upgrades and synergies. To buy experience. This helps you increase the level faster (win a little XP each round for free). Experience: Experience helps you increase the level that allows you to include more heroes in your army. For example, the above screenshot of the UI
9/9 means that there are 9 heroes on the board. This is the maximum number possible for the current player level (level 9). Level 10 is the highest. Your level also gives you a better chance of finding less likely heroes in the store. For example, on lvl1 you can only find frequent (1-cost) heroes. 5-cost heroes can only be found when you reach lvl8, and the option increases with
higher rates. You get gold from a few sources. First, you get a certain amount of gold each round. Besides, you get 1g if you win a round against your opponent, 0, if you lose it. However, there are other Strategically interesting sources of income: Communal heroes give much less value when upgraded to higher star levels than reservoirs and damage vendors. For example, the
one-star Disruptor is usually more than enough that warlock/brawny builds heavily. You use it for alliances and to use AoE silence. His standing and the damage of silence is not so important, so the two-star upgrade on Disruptor doesn't make much difference. In contrast - The two-star Troll Warlord is far more influential than a one-star troll army and can make a big difference by
contributing with DPS, depending on his stats. Understanding which units are your upgrade priorities can make it easier for you to prioritize bench space and improve results as a whole. The rule of thumbs is that you need upgrades to heroes who need high state (tanks and sellers of damage) while not on the heroes you keep especially for Alliance and Ace bonuses. Positioning is
game-breaking in the late game:That sounds like an obvious statement. However, I don't mean just spreading your heroes to avoid AoE, etc. Absolutely minor changes to the board can change the outcome of the round when two armies are close to power. For example, in previous Tests we struggled with two corner box formations. Something as simple as replacing the position
of Dazzle and the Witch Doctor within formations (both communal heroes, not the main bore or tanks in the draft) changed the outcome of the fight. The reason in this case was that Dazzle was a more valuable unit in this particular fight, because the round was long (the fight was a measuring build) and put it on the back line, it meant that during the fight it could deliver more
healing, which brought a lot of value. Several Casks witches, by comparison, were not so influential. In other fights, however, it could be the opposite. For example, against assassins, something stunning would surely be more valuable than a pair of glasses because assassins nuke heroes either way quickly and reduce the healing done. If you're fighting a killer, the witch should be
the hero you protect more than Leste, while the opposite is true against the knights. Such minor positioning insights could make a big difference in the long run, especially in the last few rounds when you're fighting for the top. The damage is not ingial:A very small difference in power could lead to a large difference in injuries caused at the end of the round. What we are saying is
that the strategy would be to lose by ~15 damage against the reference build in our Tests, and then the improvement is minimal (e.g. another upgrade of the hero) would result in it winning by ~15 damage instead. The main culprits for this effect are usually AoE injuries and heals. Some strategies win or lose gradually, but AoE damages and heals the strategy have drastic swing
injuries. You can imagine this with Mages – if your board is slightly weaker than the enemy's board, many enemy heroes will survive on the HP speck and will cause you a lot of damage at the end of the round. Hunters are the opposite – you kill your enemies one by one, so it is quite possible that the last standing enemy is the hero who defeats you and causes minor damage at
the end of the round. Another great example is the Warlocks. They're exploiting a lot of cleansing. This means that if they win the round, many of the heroes in the warlock will build a survivor and will cause a lot of damage to the enemy at the end of the round. It is highly unlikely that warlock material will win in a circle with only one or two heroes. The Underlords dota has meeded
the mechanics of its predecessor and brought the autobtor genre to a massive new audience. Because of this, many people who still don't know how to win the best dota Underlords strategy for racking up. With seven opponents in every game, grabbing victory is nothing like a feat, especially since most of its most effective tactics and mechanics are never explained to new
players in the game. There is much more to win in the Dota Underlords than have a strong synergy alliance and lots of upgraded heroes. You also need to learn how to master the holding of games to ensure that you always get a good supply of gold, plus understand how to position your units on board to get the most out of each and every hero. Of course, we can't teach you
everything, and the better in this carbattle involves a lot of trial and error as you figure out when to take a chance and play it safe. Sometimes RNG is not your friend, but you have to know how to use this happiness and turn it into a victory. Here's our beginner Dota Underlords strategic guide where we run through some popular strategies to win matches. Dota underlords strategy
Browse our Dota Underlord Strategic Guide to the sections listed below: EconomyPositionIngAlliancesItemsLet gameAs a gameLate game To learn more about how to earn Dota Underlords gold, then read our dedicated guide, but we'll run through the basics here for good action. After five rounds you will always earn +5 gold, you get an extra gold piece to win, and if you go on a
winning or defeated streak you can get extra +3 gold on top of it. What is not explained in the game is that you will also get +1 gold for every inflow of 10 gold in the bank – so if you have 33 gold, you will get an extra +3 gold at the end of the round. This is the highest in +5 gold because more than 50 pieces of gold have been saved. This is important because you will want a good
stock of gold for the late game, so you can afford to spend a lot on retraining leveling up - this is the best way to Dota Underlords heroes because they can roll several times to get a result during each corner. Even if you spend a lot of gold, you should still earn a lot of interest. Of course, the trade is that you have to spend a few rounds in the middle of the match not consuming
anything, but it's worth it. It should be noted that the loss low is even more effective now than round damage only factors in the later game and if you lose the round you will get a free re-roll of the next round, which makes it easier to build a list while still gaining the economy. Dota Underlords positioning positioning is easy to ignore, but it's incredibly important – you can win a round
with good positioning, and that's one of the factors that separates the average player from the Underlords pro. There are some basic rules that you need to follow that correctly track the journey from the early rounds to the late games. Delete your melee, tank units up as far forward as you can – these guys can take a lot of damage and aggro, so they should be the central focus of
the fight. Killers behind – these units will jump behind enemy lines at the beginning of the round, so you want them far from the damage route and out of consideration of the enemy. Ranged units along the side – a column of range units, all of which are on one side, will ensure that everyone shoots at the same unit, focusing all their DPS on one poor individual, this is the most
effective way to position archers and mags. Bodyguards – when you have some tanks in front and some focus fire from your range of units, then you need to invest in a bodyguard or two for a range of units. This will easily be done to all the assassin's units. Set for AoE – this goes both ways. If you are employed a large range of DPS then you will eventually want to replace your
weaker units with powerful AoE spellers such as Light Keeper, Jammer, and Kunkka. While a turtle unit such as the Keeper of Light, Kunkka and DIsruptor may actually be using their front to ensure their powerful abilities land on as many enemies as possible. You'll want to be swept away by their health and armor with the objects they can, and upgrade them to at least two-star
units, otherwise they'll be completely swept aside before they do damage. Fighting turtle formation – upgraded mags camping in a corner and surrounded by tanks is a current meta, and there is not much you can do to do it. But if you can identify these players early on, then you can use some tactics to destroy their strategy. First, if you can find the Blink Dagger, equip it on your
deadliest unit and place them far away from the enemy's deadliest spellcaster – this will teleport them right next to the target, which gives you the opportunity to bury their key player early. Or you can invest in upgraded crowd control units such as Tidehunter and Hope may interrupt the formation of the turtle. Advanced positioning – this depends heavily on the specific units you
use, so we can't teach you that. Do everything to notice the units that are popping off for you and those that are subcontracted, then analyze the whiteboard and your opponent's setting to see if there are better ways to place them. The light keeper, for example, should always be in the corner, as it is the safest point, and works well with a lethal lighting spell that fires diagonally into
the formation of confusion. Dota Underlords Alliance We already have a list of alliance Dota Underlords for you to check out, but we'll go through some basic details below to explain how to thread this into strategy. Alliances offer powerful set bonuses for several different units from a particular alliance on the board at any time. Getting three different Mage units into your team will
reduce the enemy's magical resistance by 40%, and if you get six different mage heroes to be turned into – 100% magical resistance for your enemy. Some alliance bonuses are incredibly powerful, like the ones above, while some are much more nish and hard to build a crew around. For example, a troll offers a decent bonus for two or four different trolls on the board, but after that
your options are very limited, which means you'll be less powerful as you reach the later stages of the match. The best dota Underlords strategy is usually the one built around a powerful bonus alliance like Mage, Warrior, Assassin, and Inept. Also consider a secondary and tertiary alliance to round up your comm, such as scaled, which rewards +30% magical resistance for just two
different Scaled units, or the Druid, which upgrades the lowest level of druid on the board when you have two alliance members present. Choosing an alliance with multiple bonus stages also has the advantage of making you some consistent goal through each phase of the game, and you'll have more choice of heroes to make upgrades a little easier to get past with each search.
Dota Underlords items Unlike in Dota Auto Chess, items in underlords are guaranteed to fall with each neutral round, and also you can't equip one hero with more than one item. These differences mean that you can't actually buff individuals through the elements themselves, so the most effective way to make objects work is to choose the ones that fit your composition and
alliance choice. If you play with a lot of heavy melee units consider taking as much raw damage as possible to deal with objects – anything that increases the damage will do. Give your squishier units every armor you encounter, and if you don't run the Warlock or Inventor Alliance then you can safely ignore passives like unstable reactor and Soul Sucking Syphon. Canity is the key
to selecting objects, so if you grab an object like Strange Bedfellows then you Get out of all the demons and demon hunters, otherwise there's no point taking it. Dota Underlords early match The first 15 rounds are pretty tame and generally irrelevant in terms of the actual fights you have. At this stage, it's impossible to die unless you're trying, so it's best to choose an alliance and
stick to it, and the scrolls aren't nice to you either. What is important at this stage is to settle for a win or defeat so that you can make the most of winning or losing sets and start banking as much gold as possible. If you are the first few rounds against human enemies are victories, then you should go for the winning streak and be sure to invest each one both and again to stay at
the top of the contest. Conversely, if you lose your first rounds then stick with the loss so you can earn a lot of gold through your series of losses. In the meantime, you can spend a little more time making sure you're not really far behind the other players, but keeping losing ten rounds is worth 30 golds, which gives you a lot of flexibility when you get into the middle of the game.
Ideally by round 15 – whether you're going on a winning or lost streak – you want to settle on the alliance, gather a few two-star units from this alliance, unlock some alliance prizes and have a lot of gold in the bank – over 50 to be safe. In the meantime you should be able to spend a little bit, just don't spend anything on re-rolls up to level 7. Entering the middle of the match, most
others will spend a little more than you to get to level 7, gain some strong two-star units, or maybe even unlock the second phase of the alliance bonus. If you're on a winning streak this is when you can be knocked off, but that's fine because your interest should allow you to drag in a lot of gold every round. Below you will find some examples of where you should be if you play as
a warrior, assassin or mage comp. If you lead a warrior-based comp then you want to be well on your way to having a full crew of two-star units, and either a second-tier alliance bonus, or an additional few alliance bonuses like Savage or Brawny. Most of these units should be lined up along the front, and a spare rank or Assassins are available at the back. Mage is fighting at this
stage, as there are no powerful casters to capture tanks, assassins' units and melee fighters. The Mage alliance also requires a little niving before you can reliably roll and find Mage with each spin, so it takes a while before this alliance really begins. As a result, you expect to be on a series of losses. In terms of positioning, you want your magovi in a compact cluster, to one side
and to the back of the plate with any tanks or warriors serving as bodyguards. As an assassin comp must be beautiful with this stage, but you have to be patient with your consumption in the coming rounds as you need to acquire some quality tanks and invest in upgrading some expensive units. Take your tanks in front and divide all the assassin units around two behind. Dota
Underlords mid-game midfield game is quite complicated and you will see a lot of movement on the scale as the early success of the game dries up and tactical players start to enjoy some good luck. Since you are saving your gold, you should be able to spend at least nine golds each round, regardless of whether you enjoy winning or losing a set. But the important thing is that
you start counting that gold, as if you've made a lot of losses by the middle of the game, then you won't be able to take much more penalties. It's also very important not to overdo it, because you're going to waste all the hard work you put in the beginning. If you've been on a winning streak then divide your funds according to the plane up and re-investigate to upgrade your unit.
This will keep you on an even path where you are able to get more units on board and ensure that these units are worth the installations – any upgrades you can get are also worth it. If you were at a loss, then you really need to make the most of this stage. Upgrade all your units and level up so that you are paired with the rest of the package, even if it means a little substitution
and reduce your interest to +2 gold per turn. You can't afford to put yourself in a position where a few bullets will kill you, because there are too many variables in the Dota Underlords to ensure you can survive even longer. Back to the chosen strategies... Warrior build really doesn't need to adapt too much at any stage of the game. Continue upgrading the units and focus on
upgrading a pair of three-star units. Most of your gold should be spent on re-rolls, just be sure to bench weak fighting units as they will be torn at this stage of the game. The Mage setup should start to develop very quickly throughout the whole middle of the game, but that's also when you're most vulnerable. Ideally you want to have your first bonus alliance, a team of three two-
star mags nesting safely in the corner, and a strong guard around them: an upgraded Witch, a Treant Protector, and an upgraded Magi ogre works well. You also want to make the ball rolling on getting and upgrading a high-cost unit like Keeper of the Light – a two-star version of this can one-shot most boards with its lighting ability. If you're running an assassin comp you may want
to start spending a lot more at this stage to ensure that the units are fully upgraded and you have some three-star upgrades in the works. It's also time to level up and start getting some strong AoE units on Board like Kunkka and Tidehunter as an upgraded version of these will break down large structures and make life easier for your assassin glass cannon units. AoE units should
go in front while your assassin units remain in place behind. Dota Underlords late game Up to this point you should be level 9 or 10, have at least one three stars and a full team of two stars, and be perfectly settled in alliance selection distribution bonus. If you're not level 10, use gold to get there or very close, and then continue rerolling to achieve all useful unit upgrades. The
battle castle will start fighting at this point, especially against the smart Mage team. In the end you still want your troops on the front in one big cluster, because there can be most DPS, but if your opponent uses a lot of damage AoE then you need to quickly consider your approach. If you have a dagger, give it to the deadly hero. You can reposition your warrior build into a few
different articles to stop the potential to be decimated due to AoE damage, too. At the moment, the Mage comp should simply secure its angle by upgrading its tanks and Keeper of Light/Kunkka combo. If it is gold to book and happens via Tidehunter then it is sometimes worth trying again to upgrade with two stars, as this unit is extremely powerful to break the attacks. The
assassin will fight the most at the moment, so you really need to invest in your best units. By using the battle information tab on the right side you will be able to see which of your units draws the most damage, and which you can get, so be sure to strengthen these positions with upgrades and repositioning. It's also worth juggling your Assassin unit around the board a little
between circles to bring any guarded enemies to the ossh. More autobattler guides: Dota Underlords guide Dota Underlords against Teamfight Tactics How to play Teamfight Tactics That's all of us. It's still early days for Valve autobattler yet, so expect the Dota Underlords strategy to develop a lot as new gameplay mechanics are introduced and buffs and nerfs sweep across the
list. Hopefully this has helped you wrap your head around the game's many elements and you are well on your way to your first win. Wins.
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